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(experiential component) n&JsrnnuMm,nnoXGui (interpersonal component)
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grammar)

(ideational function) ~\rrl~n~~onu7lunJ~~lsznwn7u"?7uaa  (ideational

component)



4 1
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3.2.2.2 plllxm5  (process)



4 3

3.2.2.1 fia (actor)
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(18a)Hopefully,  after the snowstorm the city will clear the
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(22) ?%TalulMu’
/------h--y

A mari in the park was riding a bicycle.

He was riding it unsteadily.- -



(24)

(25)

(26)

John saw a play yesterday.

The play John saw yesterday.



T/N R/N
(27) John ate a fish

T/G R/N
(28) It was delicious
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T/G R/N
(29) It was baked by a,good cook.

T/N R/N
(30)  A good cook baked it.

T/G H/G
(31)  He liked it.
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NP
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V NP
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(1) Deep Case STructure  (Tfl54d~l4nl5n)

NP

i
Agent (hi5)

\
V NP

1
Patient ([%nimsznu)

(2) Thematization Deep Structure

Proposition (FilhC)

themej\aeme

(3) Information Deep Structure

(TnsJ~r7JS~NUn?S~~U1Jt;U\11'J

%-JlUfllH~l.llJ5:T~~)

Proposition

new

(32) Mary and John are seafood lovers.

(33)  Their mother was a good cook.

(34)  She always prepared delicious dishes for them.

(35) A fish was baked by her.
New/Theme



5 7



(36) The cat is on the mat.

(37) The cat should  be on the mat.

(38) It should  be on the mat.

Ideational  function



It should be on it.

given new

theme rheme
Textual function



6 0
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(42)  a. I saw John and Bill walking on the street.

b. John always tends to be violent.

C. And that's exactly the way he was acting.

d. 1. John hit Bill:

2. ?< Bill was hit by John.

(43) a. I saw John and Bill walking on the street.

b. Bill always tends to be a victim of violence.

C. And that's exactly what happened to him.

d. 1. Bill was hit by John.

2. ?? John hit Bill.

(Maynard : 53)



3 . 1 0  lJvl~‘SLl-%-
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1.

2 .

3.

4.

5.

6.



.

6 5

7.1 Surely he'll stop talking soon.

7.2 Could they perhaps have left a note somewhere?

8.1 A man was walking on the street.

8.2 He tripped.

8.3 He was run over by a car.

hIi F
A

the sun was shining on the sea.

I
ideational Affected Process Locative

interpersonal Modal P r o p o s i t i o n a l

textual Theme Rheme
- - - -

New
c

9.1 A historian found some old tapes of Franklin D.

Roosevelt the other day.

9.2 They had been forgotten by everyone.

9.3 Everyone had forgotten them.
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hod,,
T/N
John saw Mary yesterday.

T/G New
He gave her flowers.
NC-----,

Rheme

k~U~?lWl~~llJL~~~  "Thai students' encounters with English : Two

common situations conducive to improper response."
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"why don't you..........?"

Besides  the problem of different  turn-taking  rules,  the Thai

student  also  has the difficulty using a certain  English  expression due

to differences  between American and Thai  sociolinguistic  rules. The

following story  about  a Chinese  interpreter's  reaction  will  serve  as an

illustration:

Yang  is an interpreter  with  the Chinese  delegation  at the

Trade Exhibition of the People'sRepublic of China which opened  recently

at Navy Pier,  Chicago. During his first  visit to the united States,

Yang  took careful  notice  of the way Americans  speak  their  'own language:

"What  is this 'Hi'?" He asked  with  good natured annoyance.

"I was thinking  it was 'Hello'. People  still  say 'Goodbye',  but more

often it's 'take care'. Now why 'take care'?  People  are not feeling

secure?"'

When  an adult  learner  uses  a foreign  language,  he wants  his

utterances to be not only  grammatically correct  but also meaningful.

Sometimes  certain expressions  do not make sense  to him. He becomes

confused,  perplexed and then  he avoids  using  them  in conversation.  In

Charles  Fries' terms,  we may say that  the adult  learner  has not

acquired  the socio-cultural  meanings of the foreign  language. 10

According to the sociolinguists, Yang's  situation  reflects  differences

between Chinese and English  sociolinguistic  rules.

In his article  "On learning  a Foreign  Language  as an Adult,"

Fries  (1945) observed  that the more  thoroughly  educated  an adult  is, the
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more sensitive  he is to find discriminations  in his own language.  It

therefore  is harder  for him to reach  a satisfying  level  in a foreign

language. 1 1

"Why don't you... ?I' is an expression  that the Thai  student,

as a speaker,  hesitates  to use while,  as a receiver,  he reacts

differently to it. In his opinion,  the expression  in its interrogative-

negative  form  conveys  a negative  connotation. As a result,  the Thai

student  seems to set up different criteria  from the American speaker

as to who can use this expression to whom and in what context. From

the Thai reaction  we may form two hypotheses,  as follows:

1. There  are differences  between English and Thai usage

of "Why don't  you...?"

2. There is a sociolinguistic  mother  tongue  interference

from  Thai to English.

Contrastive Analysis of English  and Thai  Usages  of "Why don't you?"

The illocutionary  act of "Why don't  you...?"  can be

classified  under  the speech  act 'directives.' There are three  classes

of directives for this expression.

1. imbedded  imperative e.g. Why don't you leave  the room?

Why don't  you get out of here?

2. suggestion  e.g. Why don't  you leave  the book on the table?

Why don't  you go to the movies  tonight?

3. complaint  e.g. I don't  like these  cookies,  Mommy,  Why

don't you buy chocolate  chip?

Why don't  you ever  finish  your  work.on time?
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The three classes vary in degree of effect on a receiver.

A speaker expects the listener to comply most when he uses 'Why don't

you...?' as an imbedded imperative. The degree of effect is neutral

when he uses it as a suggestion. He expects least compliance from

the listener when he uses it as a complaint. English speakers use

this expression for all topics and in all settings.

There are three classes of directives in the Thai 'Why

don't you...'? Their functions are the same as the English ones in

terms of degree of expected compliance. On the surface there seems

to be no problem when the Thai student tries to use the English 'why

don' you... ?' expression. A closer look at the Thai structure of

'why don't you . ..?I and how it functions will help us'understand more

of this phenomena.

First, the 'you' in the Thai 'why don't you...?' plays a

great role in this expression; it is a significant variable. The

number of Thai 2nd person pronouns is quite impressive. There are

20 forms of 'YOU'. (see Palakornkul 1972, Table 6)
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Distinctive Features Of Pronoune Proper in Thai (emphasis on 2nd person  pronouns)
(Pulakornkul  1972, pp. 46-47)

N.B. + sex - male, ,- sex 3 Female, and those that are not marked can he used by male
or female speakers; “-near  sender” means that the referent is present but is not near
the speaker whereas “+near  sender” is used  when the referent is near the speaker.
CL-numbcr”  means singular and “ + number” means plural; unmarked number means
that the form can be used in singular or plural number. “+monk”  means the form is
used by monks and in speaking to monks.
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The use of Thai 'you' within a social context is the next

consideration. III her article, "A Sociolinguistic Study of Pronominal

Usage in Spoken Bangkok Thai", Palakornkul (1975)  notes:

Pronominal strategy in Thai involves primarily communicating

participants who are mutually initiating and responding in interper-

sonal communication process on the one hand and the strategy they

employ in selecting a pronoun appropriate to the condition of their

role relationship on the other... Further, participants are characte-

rized by the social role (6) each occupies which is essentially

determined by underlying social and cultural factors indicative

of Thai'society and its social structure. (p, 15)

Palakornkul suggests two types of sociolinguistic rules for

normal pronominal usage: the base rules , which are underlying rules guiding

and governing usage, are applied to match social and cultural factors to

the abstract [+ PRO1  yielding a [+ pronoun].
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Base Rules (Palakornkul 1975, p. 27)

[+ PROl---+[+  pronoun1 / social role of

; sender, receiver

i and referent Ii

the condition of role relationship

between sender and receiver, and

sender and referent. 1

Examples (Palakornkul 1972, pp. 89, 91)

[+ PRO+/'kX.zj  Sender:
/

[+ friend1 [- male1

Receiver: [+ friend1 [- male1

Condition of Role Relationship: [+ intimate1 [+ time1

(CRR)

[+ PRO1 /5nuu/
/

Sender : [+ adult1

r+ 111 Receiver: [- adult1

I+ III  = 2nd person

The other type of rules consists of variant rules , which differentiate and

discriminate one pronominal variant from another.

(Variant Rules and Examples (Palakornkul 1972, pp. 90, 92)

[pronoun]+

[+ 111

/'Khun/ S [- acquaintance]
/

R [- acquaintance1

S [+ friend1 R [+ friend1 CRR

[+ intimate] [- time1 I

S [+ teacher1 R [+ student1 [+ adult1

S I+ spouse1 R [+ spouse1
S [+ monk1 R [- monk1 [+ adult1
S [- monk1  [+ adult1 R [+ monk1 CRR [+ intimate1 [+ time1

S [+ colleague1 R [+ colleague] CRR [- intimate1
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/3than// S t+ monk1 R [+ monk1  [+ superior-l [+ rank1 CRR [+ respect]

S [- bureaucrat] R [+ bureaucrat1 [+ rank1 CRR [+ respect

S [+ bureaucrat1 [- rank1 Rctbureaucratl I+ rank1

S [- superior1 R [+ superiorl CRR [+ respect]

S [- acquaintance] R [- acqaintancel  [+ wealth1  [+ age]

S [- monk1 R [+ monk1

S [+ monk1  R I+ title1 CRR [+ respect]

[+ rank1

[+ wealth1

S = Sender

R = Receiver

CRR = Condition of Role Relationship

In conclusion, when Thais use the Thai expression "why don't

you...?" their choice of 'you' indicates and represents the role sets and

role relationship of the sender and receiver in their verbal interaction. '

According to Palakornkul, the choice of a pronominal variant is not made

arbitrarily but according to variant rules that guide and govern a

speaker's choice. The variant rules are socio-linguistic rules which are

context-sensitive and marked by socio-cultural characteristics of Thai

society.
12

When the,  Thai student uses the English expression "why don't

you...?", he looks for the same socio-cultural information he gets from

the Thai second person,in the English 'you'. But there is only one 'you'

in English and its usage does not carry the same socio-cultural
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information as the Thai expression. Nevertheless, since the interpersonal

relationship of the sender and a receiver influence the strategy of the

Thai student's choice, he carries with him the influence of interpersonal

function to his usage of English "why don't you...?" Sometimes the

interpersonal function* 18 more influential than the textual function.

Even when an English speaker uses the expression as a suggestion to the

Thai student, the Thai student still looks for clues of interpersonal

relationship to determine the position of the speaker, the social role of

the receiver and the condition of the role relationship between the sender

and the receiver.

Since the interpersonal function plays a greater role than the

textual function (three classes of directives),,the Thai student will

restrain himself from using the English expression to persons with higher

social status. In other words, he will set up some criteria using English

"why don't you... ?" according to Thai sociolinguistic rules. Typically,

he will go through three stages before he getsaccustomedto the English

alternation rule of "why don't you...?"

*
I would like to thank Dr. James Wertsch,  Department of

Linguistics, Northwestern University, for his valuable discussion on the

types of function and his insightful comment of their roles in different

languages and cultures.
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The use of "Why  don't you..:?" by the Thai student

Stage 1 s [+ friend1 R [+ friend1 CRR [- intimate]

I+ intimate1 [- time1

stage II S [+ friend1 R [+ friend) CRR [- intimate]

[+ intimate1 I- time1

S I- acquaintance] R [- acquaintance]

S [+ acquaintance1 R [+ acquaintance1 f+ age]

Stage III I, II and

s [+ student1 'R I+ teacher]

S [+ adult1  [+ age1 R [+ adult1  [+ age1 CRR [+ time] [- fonIIality1

Suggestions for application

The contrastive analysis of English and Thai usage of "Why don't

you...?" in a social context is useful to TEFL teachers as follows:

1. It gives the teachers an insight into the nature of another

intercultural communication problem the Thai atudent has. Although the

problem is not a big one, the teachers should take careful steps to deal

with mother tongue interferences , especially on a sociocultural level.

In other words, TEE'L teachers' understanding of cultural relativism--the

practice oft  perceiving and understanding any element or aspect of culture

by relating it to its own cultural context1 3
will be helpful when they

explain to the student how this attitude can be a stumbling block to his

intercultural communication.
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2. The contrastive analysis of the Why don't you...?"

expression in terms of function widens TEFL teachers'understanding

of language function. They learn that the interference that causes

trouble may come not only from that speech and language vary cross-

culturally in function but also from the fact that some functions

play greater roles than others in some languages. As Ervin-Tripp and

Kernan (1977) state:

Natural conversations reveal that language is

diverse in function, and that functions are not

directly mapped by any structural features. (p. 3)

In the case of Why don't you...?" the difference in

propositional function (structure) between English and Thai is not the

cause of the problem. Neither is the textual function because there

is no difference. .Only when teachers widen their scope to include the

interpersonal function and other sociolinguisic factors do we come to

understand their dominant roles in the Thai student's speech comunication.

(Panakul,  1984 : 24-29)
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n5ymsn  (nominative case)

Lyons (1977 : 488) “LSin37ur3;u?17nlstuj\m75nrJu nominative,

accusative, genitive, dative etc. rJ,n,,;~5~InMPlllr~~~J~Bi~o~~un7~7
’ 4

FlliiU lkJOSi)u  M%l3l%U  ~Jun?luMu7nuflndlJ~~nijl  case ?U  case role Al ca8e

relations &I case grammar ?l~49&.lZl~  n75nrluuHi~~u7tli;JuvlrJ7Mn"7un~'IUMU1U

?JEl\lfli&JlUlJ5:TEl*  (semantic role) ttnkidwtdu  n?~rtinwmivtdu~7n75  (agent)

@n?5n5tMy  (patient) L~UF41IM?  (cause) liblF7  (effect) L&AL&l  (source)

Ll~~L~ULfllMWlU  (goal) l&&J
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(instrumental) VVI

mood n%wwl
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1. Surely he'll  stop talking soon.

2. He must be going to stop talking soon.
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3. lifU?$hd  IKMin'n?  sure, certain, doubtful etc. Ll~ltl~~llfIVNl~~4  1

~mn~uQUdstMj7\1~~?CI-~~3J h&l3%@l5"vdW  I am certain that....

are you sure that....?

/
4. Litl.lF)NilWM(  IKlln'fl?  sure, certain, likely IJ5ln~~?un?nllPln~ao\nls=Tun

L&hl<'l  he is sure to have known.

5. L&JfhlW  ~fiLlf$l~7  possibility, chance, likelihood, presumption

certainty that........


